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There are a great many PCB designers in the world who do not have a 
technical degree. There are many others who have degrees, but either did not 
get all the information they needed, or forgot some of what they learned earlier. 
These designers struggle each day to keep up in an industry that is advancing 
very rapidly. This book is dedicated to them with the sincere hope that it will 
help them on their journey.
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PrefaCe

I have spent most of my working career in various positions in the electronics 
industry. The last twenty of those years have been associated with printed circuit 
board design. I have enjoyed this last association very much, and have met many 
people in the industry through the preparation of articles and presentation of semi-
nars. I have been fortunate enough to have been invited to give seminars in such 
wonderful places as Moscow, Beijing and Shanghai, Taiwan, Japan, and Australia 
(as well as all over the United States.). The industry has been good to me!

Good PCB designers are artists with excellent pattern recognition skills.  
I still marvel, after all these years, at how a designer looks at a computer screen, 
grabs the beginnings of a trace, and then routs that trace, panning across the 
equivalent of many screens, to the other end of the net, all the time knowing ex-
actly where he or she is going. When finished, the board looks beautiful—almost 
a work of art. This is sometimes disparagingly referred to as “connecting the 
dots.” But it is so much more than that.

But in the last twenty years or so PCB designers have had to deal with an-
other set of requirements. These have arisen because the board has started to look 
like a component, with resistance, capacitance, and inductance, rather than just an 
interconnection platform. This, in turn, requires PCB designers to know something 
about electronic components and current flow. Not a lot. They don’t have to be 
engineers. But they DO have to know a lot of things that engineers (are supposed 
to) know. 

The thing that has struck me during my travels is that even though PCB 
designers deal with very complex circuits and requirements, very few of them 
have any formal training in electronics. So even though things like the impedance 
matching of traces can be important, many of them don’t know what impedance 
means! They have to worry about crosstalk and EMI, but don’t know what these 
are or why they happen. And ground bounce? Well, you see what I mean.

With Pete Waddell’s (UP Media Group) backing, I developed a seminar on 
basic electronics back in the early 90s that I have given at several PCB Design 
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trade shows. Prentice Hall published an expanded version of that effort in 2003: 
Signal Integrity Issues and Printed Circuit Board Design. This was, I hope, a help-
ful contribution to many designers. And while I was (and am) satisfied with that 
effort, I have always felt it was not as well focused as it could have been. 

That feeling has led to this current (no pun intended) version!

focus
The focus of the book is on current, what it is, how it flows, and how it reacts. 
Each chapter discusses a specific characteristic of current under specific condi-
tions.

organization
The book is organized into four parts:

Part I Nature of current
Part II Current flow in basic circuits
Part III Sources that supply and drive current
Part IV The special problems related to current on circuit boards

The fundamental particle in electronics is the electron. It is no accident 
that the field is called electron-ics. All elements in the universe are made up of 
protons, neutrons, and electrons. Protons are positively charged and electrons 
are negatively charged. Fundamental particles (indeed the entire universe) are 
“charge neutral.” By that I mean there is pretty much an equal number of protons 
and electrons everywhere.

Nothing much happens if electrons don’t move. We can have static charge 
fields caused by localized differences in charge, and these charge fields can mat-
ter. But still, the game doesn’t start to get really interesting until electrons start to 
move within these fields. When electrons move, we have (by definition) a cur-
rent. And that is what electronics is all about.

Part I covers the fundamental nature of current. Chapter 1 introduces the ba-
sic definition of current (the flow of electrons). Specifically, one amp of current 
is the flow of 6.25x1018 electrons across a surface in one second of time. Chapter 
2 introduces several current concepts, from frequency and waveforms to propaga-
tion speeds to measures of current and how to take those measurements. Chapter 
3 introduces five fundamental laws of current:

1. Current flows in a loop
2. Current is constant everywhere in the loop
3. Kirchhoff’s First Law (current into a node equals current out of the node)
4. Kirchhoff’s Second Law (voltage around a loop sums to zero)
5. Ohm’s Law (relationship between current, voltage, and impedance)
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It is important to recognize that this much is all that is required (conceptual-
ly) to solve even the most complex resistive circuit. (The introduction of AC and 
reactance adds some complication, but conceptually, not much!) Simply break 
a circuit up into its n individual loops, set up a set of n simultaneous equations 
using Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s Laws, and solve them using matrix algebra. (Easy 
to say!) Conceptually, this is straightforward.  A typical course in EE 101 covers 
this much material. The rest of the EE curriculum covers the techniques for how 
you actually do solve those circuit problems and calculations!

Part II covers various circuit concepts, starting with resistive circuits, then 
reactive circuits (capacitors and inductors), then impedance (i.e. what happens 
when you combine all these components.) Individual chapters cover time constants, 
transformers, differential circuits, and current flow through semiconductors.

It is important to note that there are really only three passive components we 
deal with, resistance, capacitance, and inductance. In a very real sense, these com-
ponents occupy special places on a spectrum. Capacitance is at one end (impedance 
goes to zero when frequency goes to infinity, and the voltage phase shift is -90 
degrees.) Inductance is at the other end (impedance goes to infinity when frequency 
goes to infinity, and the phase shift is +90 degrees.) And resistance occupies a spe-
cial place right in between (impedance is independent of frequency and the phase 
shift is zero.) These three facts are universally true; they never change.

Part III is a short section that covers voltage and current sources. If we want 
to get a current (i.e., a flow of electrons) where do the electrons come from and 
how to we force them to move.

Part IV deals with the special problems that are introduced by printed cir-
cuit boards. Most (but admittedly not all) electronic systems have circuit boards 
in them. If frequencies are high enough (or, as I point out the real issue is if rise 
times are fast enough), or if current magnitudes are high enough, circuit boards 
present special problems that need to be addressed. 

Individual chapters cover such things as current and trace temperatures, 
transmission lines and reflections, coupled currents (EMI and crosstalk), power 
distribution, skin effect and dielectric losses, and vias. 

Finally, the last chapter deals with signal integrity issues caused by current 
flow. In my career I have seen the industry progress through four stages with respect 
to signal integrity issues on circuit boards. The first stage is trivial; there were no 
problems. The second stage involves (mostly) problems caused by inductance on 
the board itself. The third stage involves the apparent change in resistance caused 
by very high frequencies (i.e., skin effect or dielectric losses.) These are not REAL 
changes in resistance, but they act as though they are. Finally, the fourth stage 
occurs when frequency harmonics are so high, and wavelengths so short, that it is 
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extremely difficult to implement solutions in such short physical distances. This 
chapter deals with various design rules for dealing with these problems.

The book also has three appendices. Appendix A covers James Clerk Maxwell, 
his equations, and his concept called displacement current. Appendix B introduces 
and gives a brief explanation of eye diagrams. Appendix C is more of a personal note. 
During my career I have heard people predict the death of PCBs numerous times. 
Each time they have been wrong—and always for the same reason. Appendix C gives 
my view as to why.

Since Parts III and IV deal primarily with circuit boards, this book would seem 
to be aimed narrowly at this audience. But when you recognize that almost all elec-
tronics these days are interconnected on circuit boards, I don’t believe it is as narrow 
as perhaps perceived. We have circuit boards in TVs and computers, for sure. But 
we also have them in our security alarms, irrigation controls, light dimmers, washers 
and dryers, refrigerators, ovens, timers, clocks, and untold other products. And who 
can count the number of circuit boards that exist in a modern automobile? 

target audience
This book is targeted at PCB designers and those who would like to be PCB 
designers. The book does not have the depth required for a rigorous course in 
a EE degree program. It might be useful, however, for students in other degree 
programs where a brief introduction to electronics is important. Such programs 
might be found at the university level, trade school level, at community colleges, 
or special programs targeted at existing designers looking to increase their gen-
eral knowledge. It would also be useful for engineers who, for whatever reasons, 
have become “rusty” with respect to what they originally learned (or perhaps 
didn’t learn!) their first time through school.

The book is intentionally written in plain English with a minimum of math-
ematics. The nature of electronics is the flow of electrons, which is a time-variant 
phenomenon. By definition, this is a situation that involves calculus. I can vouch 
for the fact that EEs get more calculus in their education than they ever thought 
existed! Some use of formulas is simply unavoidable. Ohm’s Law is a formula! 
But I have tried to use as few formulas as possible and have used only the most 
important ones (I believe) in our field.
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3

1 electrons and Charges

1.1  The Flow oF elecTrons

Current is the flow of electrons. This is the most important definition in this 
book! If there is a current, electrons are moving, and if there is no current, elec-
trons are not moving. It’s that simple. It is no accident that the world of voltages 
and currents is called electronics.

When we measure current, we are determining how many electrons are mov-
ing. The definition of 1 amp of current is 1 coulomb of charge (6.25 3 1018 electrons) 

Technical Note

Some would argue that this statement is not true, stating that current is a 
stream of photons or a wave phenomenon. While these statements are not to-
tally wrong, the core definition is the correct one. Nobel Prize–winning physi-
cist Richard Feynman said the following:1

In an atom with three protons in the nucleus exchanging photons with 
three electrons—a condition called a lithium atom—the third electron is 

(Continues)

1. Richard Feynman, QED: The Strange Theory of Light and Matter (Princeton, NJ: 
Princeton University Press, 1985), 113.
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passing by a point (or across a surface) in 1 second. So one way to measure current  
is to actually count the number of electrons passing by a point in one unit of time.  
Of course, electrons are small and hard to see, so it is not practical to count each indi-
vidual one. But if we could, that would be one way to measure current. Actual current 
measurement methods are outlined in Chapter 2.

Why is it important that electrons can move? The answer is because we can 
do useful things with that information if we have it under control. Suppose we 
move electrons back and forth along a conductor at a frequency that is the same as 
the pitch (frequency) of some music we are listening to. Suppose we move more 
electrons when the music is louder and fewer electrons when the music is quieter. 
That is, we let the magnitude of the electron flow (the current) be proportional 
to the volume of the music. The frequency and magnitude of the current flow 
therefore becomes an analog of the music. There are several ways we can transmit 
music across a room, but current flow is a very convenient way to transmit (an 
analog of) music across long distances.

Or suppose we can place a large number of electrons at one point in a circuit 
at one point of time and a smaller number of electrons at another point in time. 
These two different levels of electrons can represent one bit of information.2 If 
we have thousands or millions of such points available to us (as in a microproces-
sor), we can assemble these bits of information into meaningful communication or 
information processing systems.

Technical Note (Continued )

further away from the nucleus than the other two (which have used 
up the available space) and exchanges fewer photons. This causes the 
electron to easily break away from its own nucleus under the influ-
ence of photons from other atoms. A large number of such atoms close 
together easily lose their individual third electrons to form a sea of 
electrons swimming around from atom to atom. This sea of electrons 
reacts to any small electrical force (photons), generating a current  
of electrons—I am describing lithium metal conducting electricity.  
Hydrogen and helium atoms do not lose their electrons to other  
atoms. They are “insulators.”

2. One bit of information is the amount of information that is contained in a “yes” or “no” 
answer. It forms the basis of binary or digital logic.
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1.2  ATomic sTrucTure

An electron is one particle of atomic structure. A simplified model of an atom 
is shown in Figure 1-1. The model represents an atom consisting of three basic 
particles: protons, neutrons, and electrons. The protons and neutrons are coupled 
tightly together at the center, or nucleus, of the atom, and the electrons rotate in 
concentric circles around the nucleus.3 This model is called a planetary model 
because the electrons resemble planets orbiting around the sun. This is typical 
of what the world’s understanding of atomic structure was about 100 years ago. 
We now know that an atom is much more complex than this. Still, this simplified 
model is very useful for our understanding of the basic nature of current flow.

figure 1-1 Planetary model of an atom.

Protons and neutrons are very similar to each other, with one exception.  
Each proton has one unit of positive charge, whereas neutrons have no charge. 
Electrons each have one unit of negative charge. All stable elements in nature 
must be charge neutral, so in any element (atom) there must be an equal number 
of protons and electrons.

The number of protons (and therefore the number of electrons) in an atom is 
called the atomic number. The atomic number is what distinguishes one element 
from another in nature. For example, hydrogen has an atomic number of 1. An 
atom of hydrogen has a single proton and a single electron. Helium has an atomic 

3. In reality, they do not occupy circular, concentric orbits, but different energy “shells.”
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number of 2. A single helium atom has 2 protons and 2 electrons. Copper has an 
atomic number of 29, so it contains 29 protons and 29 electrons.

The atomic weight (sometimes called atomic mass) of an atom is approxi-
mated by the sum of the number of protons and the number of neutrons in the 
nucleus of the atom. Hydrogen has an atomic number of 1 and an atomic weight 
of 1 because it has no neutrons. The atomic weight of helium is 4 (recall that the 
atomic number is 2). An atom of helium has 2 protons and 2 neutrons. The atomic 
weight of copper is 64; it has 29 protons and 35 neutrons.4

The Periodic Table (of the Elements) is the primary way we display in-
formation about atomic structure and the identification of the various elements. 
Anyone who has taken chemistry in school has seen a periodic table (at least I  
hope so). A search for “periodic table” on the Web will turn up millions of hits.  
A major advantage of Web-based tables (over their text-based counterparts) is 
that Web-based tables are frequently animated, greatly helping our understanding 
of the information they convey.

What is most important for us to understand is how the electrons of an atom 
are organized around the nucleus. We think of electrons as orbiting around the nu-
cleus in concentric spheres (sometimes called bands or shells). But there is a very 
definite order in how this happens. Each sphere has a maximum number of elec-
trons it can hold. And the spheres must be filled in order. That is, each inner sphere 
must be filled to capacity before electrons can begin to fill the next sphere. The first 
sphere can contain two electrons. A hydrogen atom has 1 electron in this sphere.  
A helium atom has 2 electrons in this sphere, filling it. Lithium (with an atomic  
number of 3) has 2 electrons filling the inner sphere and 1 electron in the next sphere.

The outermost sphere (or band) of an element is called the valence band. 
It is the nature of this valence band that is important to us and to current flow. 
Electrons, being negatively charged, are naturally attracted to protons with their 
positive charge. Their energy level in their various bands is what keeps them from 
collapsing into the nucleus. This is very analogous to the gravitational attraction 
of planets to the sun. Planets would collapse into the sun if it weren’t for their 
rotational energy in circulating around the sun. If the valence band of an element 
has a single electron in it, that electron, being relatively “farther away” from the 
nucleus, is, relatively speaking, more loosely attached to the atom. We sometimes 
(not altogether appropriately) refer to it as a “free” electron. On the other hand, 
when a valence band is completely filled with electrons, those electrons are rela-
tively tightly held by the nucleus.

4. The atomic number of an atom defines it as an element. Different isotopes of an element 
have different atomic weights.
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Let’s go back to the idea that current flow is the flow of electrons. Elements 
that hold the electrons loosely in the valence band—those with only a single elec-
tron in the valence band, for example—give up those electrons fairly easily. These 
elements, therefore, act like conductors. Electrons can move relatively freely 
through such conductors without much external energy being applied. On the 
other hand, elements that hold their electrons very tightly—those whose valence 
bands are more fully occupied—do not allow the free flow of electrons. Therefore, 
they are the opposite of conductors; they are insulators.

We intuitively know that copper, silver, and gold are excellent conductors of 
current. These elements have two characteristics that make them good conductors: 
They are solid at room temperature and they each have a single electron in their 
valence band.

When the atoms of a conductor element are formed into a conducting wire 
or trace, they cluster together in a crystalline structure. Each element has its own 
special way of combining with other similar elements, but with gold, silver, and 
copper, the structure is such that it is not immediately clear which atomic nu-
cleus “owns” which valence band electron. The nuclei can share, or trade, these 
valence electrons with very little effort. So if there is a force that tends to pull or 
push electrons in a particular direction, the electrons can shift from one nucleus 
to an adjacent one with relative ease. This process is illustrated in Figure 1-2. 
Some force is moving the electrons from left to right. Some electrons move from 
one nucleus to the next, while some jump over several nuclei before settling 
into another valence band. Studies have suggested that the typical transition of 
electrons among atoms in a copper structure when current flows is approximately 
four atoms. But what is most important to observe is that when current flows, it 
is not a single electron that flows from one end of a conductor to the other. All 

figure 1-2  Electrons can travel through a conductor from one nucleus to another.
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electrons tend to shift in the same direction. This is analogous to a train with 
many cars entering and leaving a long tunnel. The cars enter and leave the tunnel 
at the same rate, but it may be a considerable amount of time before an individual 
car that enters the tunnel leaves it again at the other end.

1.3  insulATors

Elements with several electrons in their valence band act like insulators. That 
is, they do not readily conduct current. This is not to say that they cannot con-
duct current under any condition. It actually means that it takes considerable 
energy (force) to dislodge electrons from the valence band (into what is often 
termed a conduction band) where electrons (current) can begin to flow. We say 
that the material has “broken down” when there is enough energy to get current 
flowing through it. Usually that means the energy has caused the material to 
change form.

A common example of this is wood. Wood is a very poor conductor of 
current and would normally be considered an insulator. But if enough energy is 
present—a lightning bolt, for example—current will flow through wood. The 
moisture content in the wood is a factor, and the wood changes form (burns) under 
this much energy. Nevertheless, this illustrates the point that in the presence of 
enough force or energy, an insulator can be made to conduct current.

1.4  chArge Field

Most of us learned in school that “like charges repel” and “unlike charges at-
tract” each other. Every electron has a negative charge, and that charge is equal 
to every other electron’s charge. Electrons, being of like charge, tend to repel 
each other. So, as shown in Figure 1-2, if one electron jumps into a valence 
band that is already occupied by another electron, it will tend to repel the other 
electron onward.

We might picture a charged particle as being a sphere, as shown in Figure 1-3. 
A charged particle radiates an electric field away from it that extends out in all direc-
tions. The strength of this field is inversely proportional to the square of the distance.

Suppose we have a surface (maybe a trace) with some “extra” electrons at 
a point along it. By “extra” I mean more electrons than would normally be con-
tained in the atomic elements making up the trace. (We’ll talk later about how we 
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might make that happen.5) Suppose we have another surface (maybe another trace) 
nearby with the same number of extra electrons on it. The extra electrons, being 
the same charge, will tend to repel one another.

Furthermore, they will do so with some force. The force might be very small, 
or it might be quite large, depending on the number of extra electrons. If the extra 
electrons are free to move, they may move away from each other, and in doing so, 
they would become moving electrons, or current. The force with which they repel 
one another is inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them, 
so by moving away from one another, the force is reduced.

If the electrons are not free to move, the force will still exist between them. 
If nothing moves, we call this a static force. If there is a force between two objects 
(or sets of objects), we can imagine that a force field exists between them. That 
force field is strongest along the shortest (most direct) line between them. The 
field weakens as we move farther away from this line. This field is called a charge 
field or an electrical field. Any time we have two charges separated by some dis-
tance, there will be a force field between them.

Now suppose we have the same situation as before, and the two sets of 
charges are not equal. If there are dissimilar charges, there will be a force between 
them that is attractive. That is, the two sets of charges will want to move toward 
each other.

It is very important to notice something here. The two sets of charges do not 
have to be opposite each other. That is, one set does not have to be negative and 
the other positive. The charge difference between two or more objects is a relative 
concept. We can have two negative sets of charges with one more negative than 
the other or two positive sets of charges with one more positive than the other. 

�

figure 1-3  A charged particle has an electric field that  
radiates away from it in all directions.

5. One way might be to rub a surface with wool, creating a static charge on it.
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There will be an attractive force in either case that will be proportional to the net 
difference in their total charge.

1.5  mAgneTic Field

When electrons move (that is, when current flows), a magnetic field is generated 
around that current flow. This is the basis of an electromagnet. The magnetic 
field is normally oriented in concentric circles around the current flow, and (like 
an electric field) it decreases in strength inversely proportional to the square of 
the distance from the current flow. It is polarized, and its direction (toward its 
north pole) can be found by the right-hand rule: Point your thumb in the direction 
of the current flow, and the fingers of your right hand will curl in the direction of 
the field. See Figure 1-4.

Current

Magnetic
Field 

figure 1-4  If current is flowing, there is a magnetic field around the current;  
the direction of the field can be found by the right-hand rule.

This magnetic field is well known to boaters and airplane pilots. It can be a 
significant safety problem if current paths related to radios or lights create magnetic 
fields that change the direction in which a compass points.6

6. Brooks describes a compass experiment that illustrates this in his book Signal Integrity 
Issues and Printed Circuit Board Design (Upper Saddle River, NJ: Pearson Education, Inc., 
2003), 331.
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When current flows (for example, on a circuit board trace), both of these 
fields (magnetic and electric) exist at the same time. Electric fields can radi-
ate not only into space but also to adjacent traces or planes. Magnetic fields 
circulate around the trace(s). The pattern of the fields depends on the relative 
direction and magnitudes of currents on nearby traces. The Hyperlynx signal 
integrity tool from Mentor Graphics can illustrate these fields when traces are 
coupled together in the tool. Figure 1-5a illustrates a case of a pair of traces car-
rying differential signals (the signals are equal and opposite on the two traces). 
Figure 1-5b illustrates the common-mode case, where the signals are identical on 
both traces. Notice how the like charges and fields repel (a) and unlike charges 
and fields attract (b) each other.

(a) (b)

figure 1-5  The Hyperlynx simulation tool can illustrate how  
the radial electric and circular magnetic fields form around a pair of  

coupled Microstrip traces above an underlying plane.

1.6  Forces driving currenT

Electrons do not flow (that is, current doesn’t exist) without a driving force. 
Some force must move the electrons along from one point to another. In general, 
from a practical standpoint, the two categories of force that move electrons are a 
voltage, or a charge difference, between two points, and the presence of a chang-
ing magnetic field that causes electrons to flow. How these forces come into 
being is the question.
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1.6.1 Batteries  A common battery is an excellent example of a device that gives 
us a voltage (charge differential) at its terminals. The difference in charge comes 
about through a chemical reaction in the battery.7 Charles Augustin de Coulomb 
(1736–1806) is credited with Coulomb’s Law (1785), which states

There are two kinds of charge, positive and negative. Like charges repel, 
unlike attract, with force proportional to the product of their charge and 
inversely proportional to the square of their distance.

Since there are unlike charges at each terminal of a battery (positive and nega-
tive), the charges are attracted from one terminal to the other. If we provide a 
path (circuit) through which the charge can flow, it will do so.

There are many different types of batteries, but the process is pretty similar 
for all of them. The electrodes (the positive and negative terminals) are dissimi-
lar materials (usually some form of metal), and a chemical solution of some type 
(called an electrolyte) is between them. The electrolyte reacts (a process called an 
electrochemical reaction) with one or both of the electrodes to create at least one 
other compound and either some positive or negative ions. The ions are charged and 
provide the source of the charge for the battery. When the terminals of the battery 
are connected through a circuit, the electrons flow through the circuit to the other 
terminal/electrode, where they combine with the ions or compounds at that terminal.

Alessandro Volta (1745–1827) is credited with making the first battery in 
1800. The measure of voltage is named after him (volt). He made his first battery 
with zinc and silver, with salt water as the electrolyte. Some common materials 
used in battery manufacture today include

•	 Zinc/carbon	(standard	carbon	battery)
•	 Zinc/manganese-oxide	(alkaline	battery)
•	 Lithium-iodide/lead-iodide	(lithium	battery)
•	 Lead/lead-oxide	(automotive	battery)
•	 Nickel-hydroxide/cadmium	(NiCad	battery)
•	 Zinc/air

Each combination of materials and electrolytes produces a specific battery 
voltage (often ranging from a fraction of a volt to 1 or 2 volts). If more voltage is 
desired, more battery cells are placed in the series. For example, the automotive 

7. A Web search on batteries will produce a large number of hits. One useful reference is 
http://science.howstuffworks.com/battery.htm. 

http://science.howstuffworks.com/battery.htm
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lead acid battery produces approximately 2 volts per cell. A 12-volt car battery has 
six internal cells. Typically, the current capacity of an individual battery is a func-
tion of the surface area between the metals and the electrolytes. If you want more 
current capacity from an individual battery, you need larger cells. That’s why stand-
ard battery sizes range from AAA to D. The chemical processes (and the voltage) 
are the same for each size, but the surface area is larger for larger physical sizes.

Batteries typically have a maximum charge flow (current flow) that they can 
provide. This is because as charge circulates through a circuit, additional charge 
(ions) must be made available at the terminals. Different electrochemical reactions 
differ at the rate at which they can provide charge. Batteries with plates with larger 
surface areas typically can provide more charge (current) at a specific point in 
time than can batteries with smaller plates.

In some batteries, the chemical process is reversible. Such batteries are 
rechargeable. If we circulate the charge from the battery through a circuit, we can 
then connect the battery to a charger (typically just a higher voltage) and restore 
the materials back to a charged condition. Other chemical processes are not re-
versible. These batteries will run down, or discharge, with use until the chemical 
process can no longer provide ions for the charge.

1.6.2 Generators  The other common source of force for generating current 
comes from electrical generation. Michael Faraday (1791–1867) formulated  
Faraday’s Law of Magnetic Induction (1831), which states that a changing mag-
netic field is accompanied by a changing electric field that is at right angles to  
the change of the magnetic field. We start with a magnetic field, which can  
come from a physical magnet or a current flowing through a conductor. In either 
of these cases, there is always a magnetic field. The most important word in  
Faraday’s Law is changing. Consider the presence of another wire or trace 
nearby. There will be an electric field, and therefore an electric force, generated 
in this conductor if the nearby magnetic field is changing.

The changing nature of the magnetic field can be caused by one or more of 
several different factors. The physical magnet may be moving relative to the con-
ductor, or the conductor may be moving in relation to the magnet. The current that 
is creating the magnetic field may be changing. Any of these situations will create 
a changing relationship between the adjacent conductor and the magnetic field. 
Thus, any of these situations can create an electric field, and therefore a current 
flow, in the adjacent wire.

This is the basic principle behind all generators. Typically a wire coil is 
turned in the presence of a magnet field, generating a force in the coil, or a mag-
netic field is changed near a coil. In dams and oil- or coal-fired (even nuclear) 
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generation plants, the electrical power comes from generators where (typically) 
coils are turned in the presence of strong magnets. Current or voltage is gener-
ated in the secondary coil of a transformer by the changing magnetic field caused 
by a changing current through the primary winding of the transformer. Almost all 
electrical force in our homes and offices originates from generators.

1.6.3 Static electricity  We are all familiar with static electricity. That’s what 
causes the spark to jump between our hand, for example, and another object or per-
son. Static electricity represents the force between two points that have a different 
charge. It is often caused by rubbing two different (insulating) materials together. 
Electrons transfer from one material to the other, creating the charge imbalance.

If we connect a conductor between two points charged with static electric-
ity, current will flow until the charge difference between them is neutralized. In 
most practical cases, the amount of charge imbalance is not too great. There may 
be a significant voltage difference because of the charge imbalance, but the total 
amount of charge is usually small. A small spark may jump when the voltage 
difference is high but the amount of accumulated charge is small. An example is 
when we walk on a carpet, and the motion of our shoes against the carpet creates 
a charge difference between our bodies and nearby objects. Then when we touch 
a doorknob, the charge difference results in a spark. The spark is, in fact, charge 
(electrons, and therefore current) jumping between our bodies and the doorknob. 
The spark can be a “shock,” but it is over very quickly. In most practical cases, 
static electricity dissipates over time in the objects, or into the air, so the charge 
imbalance is not maintained for a long period of time.

For this reason, static electricity (static charge) is usually not a practical 
source of charge for current generation. Static discharge, however, can be destruc-
tive to electronic equipment. Although the total charge that jumps from one object 
to another may not be great, the initial charge spike caused by a high voltage, 
though brief, may be hot enough to burn, and therefore destroy, sensitive equip-
ment. This can be a particular problem in semiconductors. Care must be taken to 
prevent static electricity sparks from traveling through a semiconductor junction. 
The localized heating, though small, may be enough to burn a hole through the 
junction and destroy it.

A common example of very large static electric charge differences is what oc-
curs during an electrical storm. The static charge difference can be very high because 
the two objects being rubbed together (the earth and the atmosphere) are so large. 
When the charge difference gets high enough, a spark jumps between the objects, 
helping to neutralize the charge difference—in this case, lightning. Here, the voltage 
difference and the current magnitude are very large—large enough to be lethal.
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The effects of a lightning strike also illustrate the limits of insulating materi-
als. Wood, for example, is normally a pretty good insulator. But when lightning 
strikes a tree, the force (voltage) behind the strike is enough to change the state of 
the wood (it burns it) so that it becomes conductive.

1.7  volTAge versus currenT

Let’s say there are two terminals separated by a space. Assume one terminal has 
more charge relative to the other, so the charge between the terminals is different. 
Different charges attract each other with a force that is related to the magnitude of 
the charge difference. This force creates an electric field between the terminals.

The force between these two terminals is defined as voltage. If we connected 
the two terminals together with a conductor, charge would flow from one termi-
nal to the other. That charge flow is defined as current. In general, current cannot 
flow without a force “pushing” it along. If the two terminals had exactly the same 
charge (no force or voltage between them) and we connected them together with a 
conductor, nothing would happen.

An ordinary garden hose is a good analogy. Say the hose is connected to a 
faucet that is turned off. This is like a wire connected to the positive terminal of a 
battery through a switch that is turned off. The other end of the hose is lying open 
on the ground. Now turn the faucet on.

There is water pressure at the faucet (analogous to voltage) that is much 
higher than the pressure at the other end of the hose. So water flows through the 
hose in a manner analogous to current flowing through a wire. If we disconnected 
the hose while there was still water in it and left it lying on level ground, there 
would be no force pushing the water out of the hose. But if we raised one end 
of the hose higher than other end, gravity would provide the force to drain any 
remaining water from the hose.

There is a very well-defined relationship between the voltage (force) between 
two points and the current that can flow between those two points, depending on 
the impedance to current of the path that connects those points. This relationship is 
called Ohm’s Law, which is discussed in Chapter 3.

The nomenclature we use to define voltage and current can sometimes be 
confusing. For example, we say that a battery is a 9-volt DC (direct current) battery. 
This means the force at the battery terminal (absent a very heavy load) is 9 volts. 
But without a circuit between the two terminals, there is no current flow, direct or 
otherwise. The DC means that if and when we do connect a circuit between the 
terminals, current will only flow in one direction.
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We often draw pictures of voltage and current waveforms without care-
fully distinguishing between them. We can get away with this because, at least 
with resistive circuits, the voltage and current waveforms look very much alike. 
But sometimes they don’t. When creating or looking at pictures of waveforms, 
it is important to be clear about whether they are voltage waveforms or current 
waveforms.

1.8  direcTion oF currenT Flow

Ben Franklin said that current flows from positive to negative. But you may have 
recognized by now that current is the flow of electrons, and negatively charged 
electrons would flow from negative to positive. This may be the only time that 
Ben was wrong, but his statement is still used today. By convention, whenever 
we analyze circuits and schematics, we think of current as flowing from positive 
to negative, the opposite of what is really happening.

It turns out that, in most cases, it doesn’t make any difference. So we never 
bother to address this anomaly, and we just live with it. No harm is done. But there 
is one case where there is a real difference: current flow in semiconductors.

1.9  semiconducTor hole Flow

Earlier we described good conductive elements as those having a single electron 
in their valence shell or band. Insulators had their valence bands nearly filled. 
There are certain elements, however, whose valence bands are exactly half filled 
with electrons. Silicon and germanium, for example, each have four valence  
electrons in a band that can contain eight electrons. These elements belong to a 
class we call semiconductors.

In general, semiconductors are poor conductors of current. But suppose, for 
example, we add a small amount of impurity to an otherwise pure silicon structure. 
Antimony, arsenic, and phosphorous are three examples of elements that have five 
electrons in their valence band. If we allow an atom of phosphorous, for example, 
to take the place of a silicon atom in an otherwise pure crystalline silicon structure, 
an “extra electron” results, as shown in Figure 1-6. It is not truly extra, but it is not 
as tightly held as all the other nearby electrons. When we add elements that contrib-
ute extra electrons to the structure, we call it “n-doping” (“n” for negative) and say 
we are creating an N-type semiconductor.
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Similarly, boron, aluminum, and gallium each have only three electrons in their 
valence bands. If we allow an atom of aluminum, for example, to take the place of 
a silicon atom in an otherwise pure crystalline silicon structure, an “electron hole” 
results, also shown in Figure 1-6. Again, this is not really a shortage of an electron, 
but a nearby electron might be “captured” and held more tightly at this location than 
if the silicon structure were totally pure. We call this process “p-doping,” creating a 
P-type semiconductor.8

SiSiSi

SiSi

Si Si Si

SiSiSi

SiSiSi

Si Si Si

SiSi

Si Si Si

Extra Electron

Al

P

Hole

figure 1-6  Impurities added to an otherwise pure silicon crystalline  
lattice can create extra electrons or electron holes.

Now imagine that the electron immediately to the left of the hole in 
Figure 1-6 moves to the right and fills the hole there. That then creates a hole 
where this electron used to be. This might happen if there were an external 
force (voltage) applied to the structure. Here is the philosophical question: 
Did the electron move to the right (electron flow), or did the hole move to the 
left (hole flow)? In one sense, this is just a philosophical question,9 but certain 

8. For a good discussion of doping, see http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/
dope.html. 
9. It should be noted that electron mobility (and therefore hole mobility) is different in dif-
ferent types of materials, especially different p-doped and n-doped semiconductors. This 
affects signal propagation times through the different materials. While this is beyond the 
scope of this book, I will note that not everyone would agree that hole flow versus electron 
flow is just a philosophical question!

http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/dope.html
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/solids/dope.html
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phenomena are more easily explained from the standpoint of hole flow than 
from electron flow. Thus, the term hole flow is routinely used in semiconduc-
tor physics.

Sometimes people try to resolve the anomaly of current flowing from positive 
to negative in ordinary conductors, when the electrons are in fact flowing from neg-
ative to positive, by thinking in terms of hole flow instead. This can be appropriate 
in semiconductors, but there are no real holes in a copper structure. Electrons move 
because they are being pushed or pulled by an external force, not because there 
are holes to move into. Therefore, trying to extend the idea of hole flow to copper 
can just create more confusion. Personally, I prefer to live with the recognition that 
when it comes to conductors, it really doesn’t matter much how we view it.
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vs. frequency, plot, 97–98

Inductors
AC current through, 95–96
combining, 100–101
DC current through, 95
parallel, 101
parasitic resistance, 133, 134
power dissipation, 101
series, 100–101
skin effect, 102–103

In-phase waveforms, 41
Insulators, 8, 181–182
Intrinsic semiconductors, 182
IPC Charts, 208–209
IPC-2152 “Standard for ... Printed Circuit Design,” 209
Iron cores, transformers, 162–164
Isotopes, 6

J
Johnson, Howard

calculating the coupling coefficient, 228
crosstalk coupling coefficient, 247
proximity and ground effects, 268

Jouppi, Mike, 208

K
Kirchhoff, Gustav, 60–62
Kirchhoff’s first law, 60–62
Kirchhoff’s second law, 62–64

L
Lagging

peaks, 41
voltage curve, 86

Leading
peaks, 41
voltage curve, 86

Leakage reactance, 169
Length. See Conductor length.
Lenz, Heinrich, 170
Lenz’s Law, 170–171
Lightning, 14–15
Lithium atoms, 3–4
Loading down the circuit, 55
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Logical bit switching, 189, 191
Loop areas, design rules for PCBs, 288–289
Loops, current flow

basic laws, 57–58
constant current rule, 58–59
Kirchhoff’s second law, 62–64
overview, 57–58
returns, 57–58
sum of voltages, 62–64

Lossy transmission lines. See also Frequency- 
variable resistance.
active compensation, 270–272
compensation, 270–271
equalization, 270–271
overview, 269–270
passive compensation, 270–271, 272–273
terminating lossy lines, 270–271

M
Magnetic coupling, 233
Magnetic fields. See also Faraday’s Law.

changing, 13–14, 160–161
Faraday’s Law, 13
flow direction, 10–11, 159–160
overview, 10–11
right-hand rule, 10–11
saturated, 164
strength, 160

Magnetizing current, transformers, 169
Mathcad program, 24–25, 126
Mathsoft, Inc., 24–25
Maxwell, James, 81–82, 303–305
Maxwell’s equations, 81–82, 303–305
Measurement techniques

AC measurements, 52–53
analog meters, 48–50
clamp-on meters, 53–54
d’ Arsonval movements, 47–50, 91–92
digital meters, 50
galvanometer, 47
intrusiveness, 50, 54–55
loading down the circuit, 55
measurement errors, 54–55
oscilloscopes, 50
true RMS meters, 53
voltmeters, 50–52

Measuring current
angular frequency, 36
angular velocity, 36
cycles per second, 35
duty cycles, 37–38
fall times, 39–41
frequency, 35–36
harmonics, 36–37

Hertz, 35
overview, 3–4
periods, 41
phase, 41–42
phase shifts, 41–42
radians, 35–36
rise times, 38–41
signal offsets, 41
time constants, 46–47. See also Amplitude.

Measuring current, amplitude. See also Time  
constants.
average, 43–44
dB (decibel), 45–46
peak, 42, 43
peak-to-peak, 42, 43
rectified, 44–45
RMS (Root-Mean-Square), 44

Measuring voltage, 12
Mentor Graphics, 11, 213, 219
Mercury, resistance, 68
Microstrip environment, 29–32
Mode conversion, 179–180
Mode shift, 179–180
MOS (metal-oxide semiconductor), 189–191
Music, transmitting electronically, 4

n
n-doping, 16–17
Neutrons, 5
Norton’s Theorem, 196–198
N-type semiconductors, 16–17

O
Odd mode. See Differential mode.
Oersted, Hans Christian, 47
Ohm, George, 59
Ohm’s Law

capacitors, 82–83
definition, 59–60
inductance, 96–97

Onderdonk, I. M., 211–212
Oscilloscopes, 50

P
Parallel capacitors, 87–88
Parallel inductors, 101
Parallel resistors, 72
Parallel resonance, 108–111. See also Capacitive 

reactance; Inductive reactance.
Parallel resonant points, 139
Parallel terminations, 220–221
Parasitic resistance

capacitors, 133, 135
coupling between components, 135
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definition, 69
inductors, 133, 134
resistors, 133–134

Passive compensation, 270–271, 272–273
PCBs (printed circuit boards). See also Design rules, 

PCB.
future of, 311–312
ground. See Reference planes.
power currents, 202
reference planes, 203–204
returns, 203–204
signal currents, 201–202
trace parameters, determining, 201–202

p-doping, 17
PDSI (Power Distribution System Impedance) 

calculator, 256
Peak amplitude, 42, 43
Peak-to-peak amplitude, 42, 43
Periodic Table of the Elements, 6
Periods, 41
Phase, 41–42
Phase shift

capacitance, 84–87
inductance, 98–100
overview, 41–42

Planar capacitance, 89
Planar continuity, differential traces, 296
Planes, current distribution, 261–262
Planetary model of atomic structure, 5
Point concepts, 60
Polar Instruments, 219–220
Power (work) and energy

overview, 73–75
power limits, 73–74

Power currents, on PCBs, 202
Power dissipation

capacitors, 88
inductors, 101
vias, 275–278

Power distribution impedance approach, 254–262
Power Distribution System Impedance (PDSI) 

calculator, 256
Preece, W. H., 210–212
Primary pair, design rules for PCBs, 287–288
Primary transformer coil, 161
Printed circuit boards (PCBs). See PCBs (printed 

circuit boards).
Propagation

through different materials, 17
time vs. speed, 29

Propagation speed
effective dielectric coefficient, 30–31
formula for, 29
material’s ability to store charge, 28–29

Microstrip environment, 29–32
overview, 28–29
vs. propagation time, 29
relative dielectric coefficient, 28–30
speed of light, 28
Stripline environment, 29–32
trace configurations, 29–32

Protons, 5
Proximity effect, 266–268
P-type semiconductors, 17
Pulses (current), 21–22

Q
Quicksolver, 219–220

R
Radians, 35–36
Radiation resistance, 233
Random flows, 25–28
RC filters

bandpass, 156–157
cutoff point, 153–154
high-pass, 154, 156–157
inductors in, 155
LC resonant circuits, 157–158
low-pass, 152–154, 156–157
multistage, 154–155
overview, 151–152
power ratio, 153–154
Quality Factor, 157–158
staging, 155
voltage transfer function, 153

Reactance. See Capacitive reactance; Inductive 
reactance; Resonance.

Rechargeable batteries, 13
Rectification, 44–45
Rectified amplitude, 44–45
Reference planes, 203–204. See also Returns.
Reflection. See Current reflection.
Relative dielectric coefficient, 28–30
Repelling forces

charge fields, 8–10
Coulomb’s Law, 12

Resistance
and conductor length, 68, 205–208
contact, 69
and cross sectional area, 68, 205–208
determining, 67–69
overview, 67–69
parasitic, 69
and temperature, 68
and voltage, 59

Resistive current and phase, 69
Resistive voltage dividers, 75–76
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Resistivity, 67
Resistors

parallel, 72
parasitic resistance, 133–134
series, 71–72

Resonance. See also Capacitive reactance; Inductive 
reactance.
parallel, 108–111
series, 105–108

Returns. See also Reference planes.
basics of, 57–58
on PCBs (printed circuit boards), 203–204

Reverse breakdown voltage, 184–185
Right-hand rule, 10–11
Rise times, 38–41
RMS (Root-Mean-Square) amplitude, 44
Routing over unrelated planes, 291–292
Rules for design. See Design rules.

S
Saturated magnetic fields, 164
Secondary transformer coil, 161
Self-resonant frequency (srf), 135, 136–141
Semiconductors

bipolar transistors, 187–189
converting AC to DC, 186–187
current flow through diodes, 186–187
depletion regions, 183–185
diode junctions, 183–185
doping, 182–183
FETs (field effect transistors), 189–191
forward threshold voltage, 184
full-wave rectifier, 187
half-wave rectifier, 187
hole flow, 16–18
intrinsic, 182
logical bit switching, 189, 191
MOS (metal-oxide semiconductor),  

189–191
n-doping, 16–17
N-type, 16–17
p-doping, 17
P-type, 17
reverse breakdown voltage, 184–185
Zener diodes, 185–186

Series capacitors, 87–88
Series inductors, 100–101
Series resistors, 71–72
Series resonance, 105–108. See also Capacitive 

reactance; Inductive reactance.
Series terminations, 220–221
Shells (atomic). See Electron shells.
Signal currents, on PCBs, 201–202

Signal integrity issues
history of, 286–287
overview, 285–286
tool for, 11

Signal offsets, 41
Signal propagation. See Propagation.
Signal returns. See Returns.
Signal trace branches (Ys), design rules, 292–294
Silver, resistance, 68
Simulation tool, 25
Single-ended circuits, 173
Skin depth, 264–266
Skin effect. See also Frequency-variable  

resistance.
crossover frequency, 266
current density, 264
ground effect, 266–268
overview, 263–264
proximity effect, 266–268
skin depth, 264–266

Slots in planes, design rules, 289–290
Solder

joints, 69, 277
resistance, 68

Specific resistance. See Resistivity.
Speed of light, 28
SPICE, 126
Square waves, 21–22
Square.exe program, 25
srf (self-resonant frequency), 135, 136–141
“Standard for ... Printed Circuit Design,” 209
Static electricity, 14–15
Static force, 9
Step-function changes, 21
Stripline environment, 29–32
Stubs

design rules for PCBs, 294
removing, 281

Supply of charge, current distribution, 252
Switching noise, current distribution, 252

T
Temperature, and resistance. See also Skin effect.

fusing currents, 210–212
historical background, 208–209
IPC Charts, 208–209
overview, 68, 205–208
trace current vs. trace temperature, 209–210
wire gauge vs. rectangular trace, 205–208

Terminating lossy lines, 270–271
Termination placement, design rules, 294–295
“Termination Techniques for High-Speed Buses,” 

220–221
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Terminations, 220–221
Thermal noise

absolute zero, 55
current thresholds, 55–56
definition, 56

Thevenin’s Theorem, 196–198
Time constants. See also Amplitude.

L/R, 149–151
overview, 46–47
RC (resistor-capacitor), 143–149

Timing issues
adjusting timing, 33
EMI radiation, 33–34
overview, 32–34
relative dielectric coefficient, 33
tuning the trace, 33

Tools and utilities
calculating impedance, 126
crosstalk, 247
Expedition, 219
Fourier transforms, 24–25
HyperLynx signal integrity tool, 11
HyperLynx Simulation Tool, 213–216,  

219, 247
impedance capabilities, 218–220
Mathcad, 24–25, 126
PDSI (Power Distribution System Impedance) 

calculator, 256
Quicksolver, 219–220
signal integrity, 11
simulation, 25, 213–216, 219, 247
SPICE, 126
Square.exe program, 25
trace temperature calculation, 209–210
Transmission Line Simulator, 221–222
wire gauge calculator, 205

Trace heating effects. See also Skin effect.
fusing currents, 210–212
historical background, 208–209
IPC Charts, 208–209
overview, 205–208
trace current vs. trace temperature, 209–210
wire gauge vs. rectangular trace, 205–208

Traces
aggressor, 239–240
configurations, 29–32
crosstalk, 239–240
current vs. trace temperature, 209–210
layout transitions, 290–291
length, 296
proximity, 296
spacing, 297
victim, 239–240

Transformers
automotive coils, 166
coupling effect, 164–166
coupling efficiency, 162–164
current ratio, 168
eddy currents, 169
efficiency, 169–170
flux leakage, 169
frequency limits, 164
hysteresis, 169
impedance ratio, 167–169
iron cores, 162–164
leakage reactance, 169
losses, 169–170
magnetizing current, 169
optimum frequency range, 170
primary coil, 161
saturated magnetic fields, 164
secondary coil, 161
turns ratio, 164–166
voltage ratio, 168
winding polarity, 170–171
windings, 161

Transient current, 21–22
Transmission Line Simulator, 221–222
Transmission lines

controlling reflections, 217–220
current flow, 228–230
Transmission Line Simulator, 221–222

Transmission lines, lossy. See also Frequency- 
variable resistance.
active compensation, 270–272
compensation, 270–271
equalization, 270–271
overview, 269–270
passive compensation, 270–271, 272–273
terminating lossy lines, 270–271

Trigonometric waveforms, 22–25
Troubleshooting

crosstalk, 246
lines, 223

True RMS meters, 53
Turns ratio, transformers, 164–166

U
UltraCAD

PDSI (Power Distribution System Impedance) 
calculator, 256

Square.exe program, 25
Transmission Line Simulator, 221–222
wire gauge calculator, 205

Uncertainty principle, 54
Utilities. See Tools and utilities.
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V
Valence band, 6
Vias

backdrilling holes, 281
BGA access, 281
blind, 283
buried, 283
characteristic impedance, 279–280
critical lengths, 279–280
cross-sectional area, calculating, 275–276
current-carrying capacity, 276
ground bounce, 278–279
inductance, 278–279
multiple pin access, 281–282
multiple vs. single, 277–278
overview, 276
power dissipation, 275–278
reflections, 280–282
solder filling, 277
stubs, removing, 281

Victim trace, 239–240
Volta, Alessandro, 12
Voltage. See also Ohm’s Law.

vs. current, 15–16
and current flow, 59
and resistance, 59
unit of measure, 12

Voltage divider circuits, 75–76
Voltage ratio, transformers, 168
Voltage sources

constant voltage, 195–196
equivalent circuits, 196–198

fundamental, 195
ideal, 195–196
Norton’s Theorem, 196–198
Thevenin’s Theorem, 196–198

Voltmeters, 50–52
Volts, unit of measure, 12

W
Waveforms

converting to trigonometric, 23–25. See also 
Fourier’s Theorem.

half-wave, 52–53
lagging peaks, 41
leading peaks, 41
in phase, 41
phase shifts, 41–42

Weave effect, 179–180
White noise. See Thermal noise.
Winding polarity, transformers, 170–171
Windings, transformers, 161
Wire gauge

vs. rectangular trace, 205–208
resistance, calculating, 205–208

Wire length. See Conductor length.

Y
Ys (signal trace branches), design rules, 292–294

Z
Zener diodes, 185–186
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